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Introducing AudioBrain: an Audio Memory Development App
Published on 08/24/15
Created for those who want to expand their mental capacity, AudioBrain uses techniques to
help arouse under-active brain regions, namely the ones used for processing audio data.
Through the use of classical poems, users are able to enliven their remembering process.
Compatible with the iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch, AudioBrain has a methodology unlike
other brain exercise apps and is already featured in the Top New apps list on the App
Store.
Frankfurt AM Main, Germany - AudioBrain, an app like no other, is now available on the App
Store and Google Play- but it is not a game. Created for those who want to expand their
mental capacity, the new app uses techniques to help arouse under-active brain regions,
namely the ones used for processing audio data. It is important to exercise the various
regions of the brain to prevent stagnation, and to continue developing audio skills, which
helps to increase perception. Unfortunately, as people age, they practice audio memory
less and visual perception of information becomes dominant. Through the use of classical
poetry, AudioBrain aims to put brain function back in balance.
"People rarely use their audio memory these days," said Alex Melman, developer of
AudioBrain. "They mostly use visual memory. Therefore, we created an app that is unique in
its kind, with simple and efficient methodology to wake the areas of the brain up which
are responsible for audio information comprehension."
Listening to information and repeating it aloud multiple times stimulates auditory
processing and helps expand the brain. AudioBrain assists users in repeating poetry by
classic authors such as Pushkin, Cervantes, and Shakespeare. The works are narrated by
professional native speakers of each language in a recording studio, providing quality
sound and a pleasant listening experience. Each poem has a difficulty level, allowing
users to improve skills gradually. Users are able to complete a lesson in approximately 40
minutes.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 7.0 or later
* 60.9 MB
Pricing and Availability:
AudioBrain is available at the App Store (Education category) in the form of a free
version, as well as a full version with all content, including over 130 poems, nine
languages, and over 30 authors, for just $4.99. Soon, the developers plan to release more
apps based on the same learning methodology. In the meantime, interested parties may
purchase the existing app exclusively on the iTunes App Store.
AudioBrain:
http://audiobrainapp.com/
Download from iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/audiobrain-free/id1013491183
Purchase and Download:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/audiobrain/id1012358278
Screenshot:
http://a4.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple5/v4/c3/a4/01/c3a4010ad1da-6ef7-8a11-2c1eba90b148/screen568x568.jpeg
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App Icon:
https://scontent-fra3-1.xx.fbcdn.net/hphotos-xfp1/v/t1.0-9/10981421_651954558270874_32927
83615765881516_n.png?oh=d5948f5ce0d39b0931ffb6f8c19b6a80&oe=567DE69B

AudioBrain was created by a team of two guys, a developer and a designer, with the goal to
create an app that would exercise an individual's memory skills. The resulting product is
a uniquely designed memory development app, which involves listening and repeating back
classical poetry. For more information on AudioBrain product, please visit them at the
website. (C) AudioBrain 2015. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and
iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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